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The Soldier's Wife
By Hart, Pamela

Hachette Australia, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 1. 11.1 x 19.7 cm. 'This story will have
you captivated from the very beginning to its compelling conclusion.' ADELAIDE
MATTERSNewlyweds Ruby and Jimmy Hawkins are sure their love will survive the trauma and
tragedy of war. Amid the desperate battles raging in Gallipoli, Jimmy dreams of the future they
planned together. In Sydney, Ruby reads his romantic letters full of love and longing.But as weeks
slip into months Ruby must forge her own new life. When she takes a job at a city timber merchant's
yard, she is thrown into a man's world fraught with complications. And as the lives of those around
her begin to shatter, Ruby must change if she is to truly find her way. Is she still the same woman
Jimmy fell in love with?Inspired by the true story of the author's own family history, THE SOLDIER'S
WIFE is a heart-soaring story of passion, love and loss and learning how to live when all you hold
dear is threatened.'Evokes WWI Sydney to the point where the reader can almost feel the salty wind
blowing off the harbour as the troops are shipped out through the Heads.' BOOKS+PUBLISHING.
Paperback.
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Reviews
Without doubt, this is the very best work by any writer. Indeed, it can be play, still an amazing and interesting literature. I am just very easily can get a
pleasure of reading through a written pdf.
-- Alda B a r ton
Absolutely among the finest publication I actually have actually go through. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading time. I am easily could possibly get
a pleasure of looking at a composed ebook.
-- Pr of. Rick Roma g uer a
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